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Hi, I’m Dave and I’m running to be your Head of Sport at Shock Radio for next year. I’m currently a second-year 
Broadcast Journalism student and have been part of Shock since joining uni, whether that be as part of the 
Sports Team or presenting my own shows. I’m currently also working with the Manchester Evening News as a 
sports journalist covering football at clubs across the region. 
 
I have nearly five years of sports media experience, a lot of which has been within radio. I know what it takes to 
produce an engaging sports radio show, as well as what skills are required in other areas such as conducting 
interviews. I also have skills in terms of software, most notably with Adobe Audition and now with broadcast 
software like Zetta through my time at Shock. If elected, I would make it a priority to relay these skills to all 
members of the Sports Team, so that we can create the best content possible.  
 
The Sports Team have made great progress this year when it comes to working in professional sport, such as 
with the Red Devils takeover. I’d like to build on this further next year, aiming to increase opportunities to at least 
a few times each month. Over the past year, I’ve worked as a sports journalist for the Manchester Evening News, 
which has allowed me to build contacts in the industry - particularly within football. I would look to secure press 
opportunities across all the sports, for example at local football and rugby clubs, and gain team members more 
experience in a real media environment. I also believe that more opportunities like this would improve sports 
content on the Shock website, as more sports being covered would mean more reports, interviews and feature 
pieces being uploaded each week. 
 
Varsity 2019 was another huge success for the Sports Team and for Shock as a whole. I would look to replicate 
this at next year’s event in Chester and continue to improve our relationships with sports societies across the 
university. Shock provides a great platform to showcase all the sports Salford has to offer and I would aim to do 
this as much as possible throughout the year. I would also look to offer more live coverage for university sport on 
a more frequent basis. 
 
MANIFESTO 
 

- Increase industry links and provide more press opportunities for Shock members in professional sport 
- Bring in sports media professionals for talks/events 
- Build on the progress made with links to sports societies from this year and continue to work with and 

involve them with Shock throughout the year 
- Improve sports content online by providing more reports, interviews and feature pieces 
- Create a new Shock Sports podcast alongside the live show to give more people the chance to produce 

radio each week 
- Improve social media coverage by building dedicated platforms for sports content 
- Work with the News Team to involve more sports content in bulletins 
- Provide studio/software training for all Sports Team members 
- Host more team socials 

 
Thanks for taking the time to read through my manifesto and if you want any further information I spend most of 
my time on Twitter @Dave_CGr. 


